DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

DR. KEVIN SNYDER

• During Dr. Snyder’s keynote, he addressed several misconceptions commonly held about leadership. Describe one misconception that connected most with you and please explain how that relates to your current leadership role.

• Envision it is this time, next year. You are writing a letter to yourself and outlining one very specific, outstanding achievement by you and one very specific, outstanding accomplishment by your organization. Write those below.

Your achievement:

Organizational achievement:

• With those achievements in mind, list three specific action steps that need to take place this semester to make that vision a reality?

By you: By your organization:
1. 1.
2. 2.
3. 3.

• During Dr. Snyder’s keynote, he discussed assumptions and stereotypes. What is one assumption or stereotype you feel others have that you would like to change?

• What needs to happen or change in order to ensure others to begin to “think differently” and no longer believe previous assumptions?

• Whose responsibility is it to lead that effort?

• What is one action step and/or risk you’re willing to commit to today that ignites the first spark for that change?